from the

GENERAL MANAGER

COVID-19 UPDATE
12 March, 2021
Dear Members,
As a follow-up on our COVID-19 update from yesterday, we would like to send you further information on the
whereabouts and corresponding times when these members were at the club.
1 March
5 March

8 March
9 March

Gourmet 10 (8:17pm)
Lotus Bistro (12:27pm-1:07pm)
Tennis Coaching on Court 9 (11:00am-12:00nn)
Family Clubhouse (1:49pm-3:06pm)
Gourmet 10 (7:24pm)
Tennis Coaching on Court 10 (1:00pm-2:00pm)
Gourmet 10 (8:10pm)

Our check-in procedure has proven to be a useful tool in such situations and has allowed us to trace an accurate
timeline and to react in a speedy manner. Whilst our 3-step check-in procedure might be perceived as an
inconvenience, I cannot stress the importance of following this policy strictly, even if you only visit the club for
a very short period of time. Club access will be denied if any of these steps are neglected, which includes not
producing your membership card upon entry. Our reception team and membership office will gladly assist you to
apply for a membership card in the event that you have lost or damaged your card. We all have a responsibility
to keep each other and our community safe and hence your understanding and discipline would be greatly
appreciated. Not adhering to our 3-step check-in process carries a penalty of HKD 2,000 as previousy announced
on November 24, 2020.
As we are in the process of deep-cleaning and fogging the entire club, I would like to thank you all for your support
throughout these challenging times and your compliance with our COVID-19 policies is much appreciated. Whilst
these are difficult times for everyone, the LRC TEAM continuously learns, trains and gets better in dealing with
such circumstances and I cannot thank our department heads and their crews enough for their flexibility and hard
work in having compiled a very thorough “COVID-19 SOP”, which was established in 2020 and which guides us
through this pandemic in a professional and very thorough manner.
Lastly, as per the most recent government announcement, I would like to inform you that masks have to be worn at
the gym with immediate effect when working out.
We look forward to welcoming you back to the Club on Sunday morning as usual and should you have any
question with regards to the above, please do not hesitate to contact me via the LRC switchboard at 3199-3500
or gm@lrc.com.hk
Best regards,

Kurt Walter

General Manager

